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Abstract: This study proposes a dynamic multi-period pricing-ordering decision model for a closed-loop remanufacturing
system with product substitution between the new and remanufactured goods. In particular, this study considers both new and
remanufactured versions of a single product that are both subject to continuous decay and a multivariate demand function of price
and time. The problem is formulated using a dynamic programming model. In analyzing the problem, it is assumed that the firm
utilizes a periodic review inventory system in which the sales price can be arbitrarily increased or decreased in response to
changes in the market demand over the product lifecycle. The proposal model takes the time-value of money into account. In
solving the decision-making problem, it is assumed that the aim is to maximize the total discounted profit over a finite planning
horizon. The numerical result shows that the total discounted profit is sensitive to demand parameters, but less sensitive to cost
parameter and time-discounting factor parameter. In practice, the proposed pricing-ordering model may instruct frequent
price-adjustments in the upward or downward direction in response to changes in the demand structure, with advances in
information and Internet technology in a cost-effective fashion.
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1. Introduction
Closed-loop remanufacturing systems have attracted
increasing attention over recent decades as their
environmental legislation has tightened and their economic
impact has increased [1-7]. Remanufacturing is a common
practice for the production of such items as vehicle parts,
aircraft engines, refrigerators, power tools, cellular phones,
toner cartridges, photocopiers, and so on [8-12].
One of the earliest studies on the joint pricing-ordering
decision-making process was that of Whitin [13], who
extended the basic economic order quantity model by
considering the selling price in addition to the order quantity
as a decision variable. Mills [14] extended the stylized model
by specifying the mean demand as a function of the price
under severe cost assumptions. Webster and Mitra [15]
examined the impact of take-back laws in a manufacturer /

remanufacturer competitive framework using a two-period
model and a deterministic demand function. Ferrer and
Swaminathan [16] examined the optimal production quantities
and prices in monopoly and duopoly environments in
two-period, multi-period and infinite-horizon settings given
the assumption of a fixed production sequence [17].
This study proposes a dynamic multi-period
pricing-ordering decision model for a closed-loop
remanufacturing system with product substitution between the
new and remanufactured goods. In particular, this study
considers both new and remanufactured versions of a single
product that are both subject to continuous decay and a
multivariate demand function of price and time. In analyzing
the problem, it is assumed that the firm utilizes a periodic
review inventory system in which the sales price can be
arbitrarily increased or decreased in response to changes in the
market demand over the product lifecycle. Importantly, the
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As described above, the pricing-ordering problem is
formulated in a dynamic setting given the assumption of an
additive deterministic price-dependent and time-variant
demand function. The brand-new and like-new products
differ not only in production cost and customer perception,
but also in market price [17]. As in the conventional
approach, this study assumes that replenishment is
instantaneous, no shortages are allowed, and each new
replenishment at zj − 1 is intended for the selling period

proposal model takes the time-value of money into account
[18].

2. Problem Context
This study considers a closed-loop remanufacturing
enterprise selling new and remanufactured versions of a
single decay item, for which the selling prices and
replenishment schedules are reviewed periodically at time t,
where t = 0, 1, 2,…, H. Each review period begins with a
joint decision regarding the quantities of new replenishment
required (if any) and the associated selling prices. In solving
the decision-making problem, the aim is to optimize the time
sequence zj − 1 , j = 1, 2,…, n, at which new replenishment
requests are issued, new selling prices are set, and new lot
sizes are specified such that the discounted profit stream over
the horizon [0, H] is maximized. Since in the problem
considered in the present study, the demand is a function of
price, the replenishment lot size also depends on the price.
For notational convenience, let subscript i = N denote the
brand-new products produced by the manufacturing system,
and let subscript i = R denote the like-new products produced
by the remanufacturing system [17].
The demand function considered in the present study is
price-dependent, time-variant and substitutable between the
new and remanufactured versions of the item [17]. The
demand function further satisfies the following realistic
assumptions:
(i) D P , P , t ≥ 0, D P , P , ≥ 0 and is continuous,
for all t ≥ 0;
(ii) D N(p N ,p R ,t) is decreasing in p N and increasing
in p R , while D R(pN ,pR ,t) is decreasing in p R

[ zj − 1 , zj ]. No inventory is held at the beginning or end of the
time horizon [18]. Finally, if the inventory level at the
beginning of the planning horizon is positive, no action is
taken until the inventory is fully depleted. Furthermore, this
study ignores the effects of collection and acquisition efforts
on the decision-making process.
The following notations are used throughout the remainder
of the paper.
=The cost of the manufacturing inputs given the use of
original raw materials.
=The cost of the remanufacturing inputs given the use of
returned cores.
h = The holding cost per unit of time.
Θ = The ordering or setup cost per lot.
θ(τ(t)) =The decay coefficient of the product over its
lifetime τ(t) . Note that τ(t) = t − zj − 1 for t ∈ [ zj − 1 , zj ], j = 1,
2,…, n.

3. The Model
In the cross-functional integration between marketing and
inventory planning within a company organization, the
revenue is generated from the sell in the market and all the
relevant inventory expenses are due to the holding, ordering,
and purchasing costs. Restated, when setting the sales prices
using a cross-functional integrated pricing policy, the
marketing function considers all the relevant inventory
expenses to set the prices which will maximize the profit.
Moreover, in evaluating the profit, all the future revenues and
costs are subject to the effects of inflation and time
discounting. The net discounted rate of inflation is assumed to
be constant over time, i.e., .
The discounted profit for the new product over an arbitrary
selling period [zj − 1,zj ] is equal to the present worth of the

and

increasing in p N ; and

D N(p N ,pR ,t) = 0 ,
(iii) plim
→∞

lim D R(p N ,p R ,t) = 0 ,

pR → ∞

N

lim D N(pN ,pR ,t) < +∞ , and lim D R(pN ,pR ,t) < +∞ .
p →0

pN → 0

R

Note that these assumptions represent the assertion that
demand is nonnegative, changes continuously with price and
time, and is finite. This study assumes that the demand
function has an additive form; with only new products being
offered in the first period, but both remanufactured and new
products being offered during subsequent periods. Thus, the
demand function during the first period is new product
price-dependent and time-variant, whereas in the second
period and onward, the demand functions are both new and
remanufactured products price-dependent and time-variant.
1

πN,z

j −1

(pN ,pR ) = ∫ pNe

sales revenue minus the present worth of all the relevant
inventory expenses, i.e.,

zj

− φt

D N1(p N ,t)dt +

∫p

− φzj −1

− φt
Ne

D N2(p N ,p R ,t)dt − cNe

(IN1(pN ,zj −1) + IN2(pN ,pR ,1)) −

1

zj − 1

 1

− φt
h e IN1(p N ,t)dt +
z
 j −1

∫
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∫
1



IN2(pN ,pR ,t)dt − Θe− φzj−1 , for zj − 1 = 0;
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e
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zj
− φt

∫

D N2(pN ,pR ,t)dt − cNe−φzj −1IN2(p N ,pR ,zj −1) − h

p Ne

∫e

− φt

IN2(pN ,pR ,t)dt − Θe− φzj−1 , for zj − 1 = 1, 2,…, H-1, (2)

zj −1

zj −1

where
1

IN1(pN ,t)=

∫

∫t θ( τ( v ))dτ(v )du , for t ∈ [0, 1];
u

D N1( p N , u)e

(3)

t

∫t

zj

IN2(pN ,pR ,t)=

∫

u

θ( τ( v ))dτ( v )

du , for t ∈ [1, z j ].

D N2( p N , p R , u )e

(4)

t

As for the brand-new product, the discounted profit for the remanufactured product over an arbitrary selling period [ zj − 1,zj ]
is given by the present worth of the sales revenue minus the present worth of all the relevant inventory expenses, i.e.,

(p N ,p R ) = ∫ pRe
zj

π R, z

j −1

zj
− φt

∫

−φ

(5)

IR(p N ,pR ,t)dt − Θe− φzj−1 , for zj − 1 = 1, 2,…, H-1,

(6)

1

1

zj

zj

∫p e

=

− φt

IR(pN ,pR ,t)dt − Θe − φ , for zj − 1 = 0;

D R(p N ,p R ,t)dt − c R e IR(p N ,p R ,1) − h e

R

− φt

−φzj−1

D R(pN ,pR ,t)dt − cRe

IR(pN ,pR ,zj−1)− h

zj −1

∫e

− φt

zj −1

where

IR(pN ,pR ,t)= ∫ D R( p N , p R , u)e ∫t
zj

u

θ( τ( v ))d τ( v )

du , for t ∈ [1, zj ].

(7)

t

Based on the discounted profit functions defined by Eqs.
(1), (2), (5) and (6), the total discounted profit generated by
the new and remanufactured versions of the product during
an arbitrary selling period [zj − 1,zj ] can be obtained as

πT, z

j−1

For

(pN ,pR ) = πN,z (pN ,pR ) + πR,z (pN ,pR ) .

(8)

given

zj

j −1

time

j −1

epochs

zj − 1

and

(0 ≤ zj −1 < zj ≤ H) , the optimal prices of the new and
remanufactured products which maximize the present worth
of the total profit over period [ zj − 1 , zj ] can be obtained by

differentiating Eq. (8) with respect to p N and p R , and
setting the results equal to zero.
The total discounted profit of the two versions of the
product determines the replenishment sequence over a
multi-period planning horizon. The optimal replenishment
schedules can be determined by formulating the multi-period
problem as a DP model.

4. Conclusion
This study has proposed an approach for solving the

dynamic pricing-ordering problem in a closed-loop
remanufacturing system involving a single decay product with
a demand which varies as a function of both price and time.
The problem of determining the sales price, replenishment
schedule and replenishment lot-size for the new and
remanufactured versions of the product which maximizes the
total discounted profit over a finite planning horizon has been
formulated using a DP mode. Figure 1 illustrates the effects of
the demand parameters M N , M R and β , cost parameter
δ , and time-discounting factor φ on the total discounted
profit. It is seen that the total discounted profit is sensitive to
demand parameters, but less sensitive to cost parameter and
time-discounting factor parameter. In practice, the proposed
pricing-ordering
model
may
instruct
frequent
price-adjustments in the upward or downward direction in
response to changes in the demand structure. As a result, the
management cost incurred by the firm is potentially increased.
Fortunately, however, with advances in information and
Internet technology, enterprises are now able to implement
periodic review inventory systems and joint pricing-ordering
models in a cost-effective fashion. Thus, this potential
drawback of the proposed pricing-ordering model is
diminished.
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Figure 1. Impact of major parameters on profit.
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